Complete biosynthesis of the potential medicine icaritin by engineered Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Escherichia coli
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A B S T R A C T

Icaritin is a prenylflavonoid present in the Chinese herbal medicinal plant Epimedium spp. and is under investigation in a phase III clinical trial for advanced hepatocellular carcinoma. Here, we report the biosynthesis of icaritin from glucose by engineered microbial strains. We initially designed an artificial icaritin biosynthetic pathway by identifying a novel prenyltransferase from the Berberidaceae-family species Epimedium sagittatum (EsPT2) that catalyzes the C8 prenylation of kaempferol to yield 8-prenykaempferol and a novel methyltransferase GmOMT2 from soybean to transfer a methyl to C4'-OH of 8-prenykaempferol to produce icaritin. We next introduced 11 heterologous genes and modified 12 native yeast genes to construct a yeast strain capable of producing 8-prenykaempferol with high efficiency. GmOMT2 was sensitive to low pH and lost its activity when expressed in the yeast cytoplasm. By relocating GmOMT2 into mitochondria (higher pH than cytoplasm) of the 8-prenykaempferol–producing yeast strain expressing GmOMT2, we obtained icaritin yields of 7.2 and 19.7 mg/L, respectively. Beyond the characterization two previously unknown plant enzymes and conducting the first biosynthesis of icaritin from glucose, we describe two strategies of overcoming the widespread issue of incompatible pH conditions encountered in basic and applied bioproduction research. Our findings will facilitate industrial-scale production of icaritin and other prenylflavonoids.

\textcopyright 2021 Science China Press. Published by Elsevier B.V. and Science China Press. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The group of Berberidaceae family plants Epimedium spp. are the basis of the traditional Chinese herbal medicine known internationally as Herba Epimedii, which has been traditionally used as a kidney tonic, aphrodisiac, anti-rheumatic, and treatment for osteoporosis [1–4]. The major bioactive compounds of Herba Epimedii are known to be prenylflavonoids, mainly icaritin and its derivatives [5]. Pharmacological studies have demonstrated that icaritin confers neuroprotective, cardiovascular protective, and anti-osteoporosis effects, so it was understood as a promising candidate for therapeutic applications [6,7]. Moreover, multiple studies have demonstrated that icaritin can inhibit hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) initiation and malignant growth, while others have shown that icaritin can induce acute myeloid leukemia cell apoptosis [8,9]. Recently several phase III clinical trials of icaritin for treatment of advanced HCC have been ongoing (trial registration No. NCT03236649, CTR20170667, and CTR20170668) based on the conclusion of phase I (trial registration No. NCT02496949) and phase II (trial registration No. NCT01972672) clinical trials [10,11]. During the phase I clinical trial of icaritin, the treatment of 15 patients with advanced HCC, 46.7% (7 patients) achieved a clinical benefit (1 partial response and 6 stable disease), and there were no observed drug-related adverse events (Grade 3) in any of the enrolled patients [10]. During a single-arm, multicenter phase II clinical trial of icaritin to treat advanced HCC patients, icaritin could induce immunomodulatory of the 68 enrolled patients and thus improve the median overall survival with no
drug-related adverse events [11]. The phase I and phase II clinical trials showed that icaritin could have promising survival benefits for advanced HCC patients [10,11].

Currently, Epimedium plants are the only source of commercially available icaritin, and wild epimedium resources have been nearly depleted to exhaustion due to over-exploitation in recent years [12]. Exacerbating this issue, Epimedium plants are slow-growing, difficult to propagate, and have strict growth requirements (wild epimedium is mainly found in cliffs in moist forests, near streams and wet lands at specific altitudes), making the large-scale cultivation of Epimedium plants highly challenging [1]. Additionally, content of the natural product icaritin is <2% of dry plant matter, making the isolation and purification of bioactive components from a large amount of plant material difficult [5]. In recent years, the total synthesis of icaritin has been realized by chemical approaches; however, this method required a long reaction route (9 steps), high temperature (190 °C), strong acid, and the use of heavy metal (Palladium on active carbon, Pd/C), which has hindered its scale-up and commercial application [13].

Metabolic engineering and synthetic biology methods offer an alternative, potentially sustainable way to produce natural products, as for examples demonstrated for artemisinic acid, ginsenosides, and many flavonoids that have been obtained via microbial fermentation [14–17]. The complete biosynthetic pathway of naringenin (NAR) was assembled and optimized in Escherichia coli (E. coli), and a strain was reported that produced 100.6 mg/L NAR directly from glucose [18]. S. cerevisiae has a complete intracellular membrane system and thus has advantages over E. coli for the expression of membrane proteins. By assembling flavonoid biosynthetic enzymes from different sources in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae), Trantas et al. [19] realized the de novo production of many flavonoids including NAR, kaempferol (KAE), genistein, and quercetin. The highest production of flavonoids in S. cerevisiae to date, which was accomplished by combining multiple pathway optimization measures, reached 220 mg/L for NAR and 86 mg/L for KAE [20]. More recently, by introducing the prenyltransferase SfFPT from Sophora flavescens into a NAR-producing yeast strain, a prenylated flavonoid, 8-prenylnaringenin, was produced in yeast for the first time; however, the titer was quite low (0.12 mg/L) [21]. To achieve high yields of plant natural products by microbial fermentation, especially for the natural products produced by a long synthetic pathway, the building of synthetic microbial consortium has recently been applied [22]. By dividing the long synthetic pathway into separate microbial strains, the advantages of an engineered microbial consortium could be observed, i.e., providing better environments for specific enzymes, minimizing feedback inhibition, relieving the stress from metabolic flux. A series of E. coli–S. cerevisiae synthetic microbial consortia were built to produce oxygenated taxanes, ferruginol and nootkatone efficiently [23]. Besides, a microbial consortia composed of Gluconobacter oxydans, Bacillus spp., and Kegulonicigenium vulgare has been used for commercial vitamin C production [24].

The complete biosynthetic pathway of KAE, the precursor of icaritin, has been elucidated, and all of the genes encoding enzymes of this pathway have been identified in Epimedium sagittatum (E. sagittatum), including cinnamate-4-hydroxylase (EsC4H), 4-coumarate-CoA ligase (Es4CL1-2), chalcone synthase (EsCHS3), flavonol synthase (EsFLS) and flavanone-3-hydroxylase (EsF3H) [25]. There are also reports about downstream pathway enzymes that can catalyze the C3-OH-rhamnosylation and C7-OH-glucosylation of icaritin [26,27]. However, the pathway from KAE to icaritin remains elusive: the enzymes responsible for C8-prenylation and C4'-OH-methylation of the flavonoid skeletons which lead to icaritin remain to be characterized.

In this study, we developed a microbe-based approach for the synthesis of icaritin from simple sugars. We first characterized a prenyltransferase, EsPT2, from E. sagittatum, which catalyzes the C8 prenylation of KAE to yield 8-prenylkaempferol (8P-KAE). Next, we generated an artificial icaritin biosynthetic pathway by searching for an OMT that catalyzes the C4'-OH-methylation of 8P-KAE from the model plant Glycine max. By introducing 11 heterologous genes from five sources (Arabidopsis thaliana, A. thaliana), E. coli, Flavobacterium johnsoniae (F. johnsoniae), E. sagittatum, and G. max) combined with multiple metabolic engineering measures involving the modification of 12 native genes, we obtained a series of yeast strains with increased KAE production (151.5 mg/L) and 8P-KAE production (25.9 mg/L). GmOMT2 did not produce icaritin when present in the cytoplasm of 8P-KAE-producing yeast strains, so we circumvented this issue by two independent strategies, (i) relocating GmOMT2 into the mitochondria of 8P-KAE-producing yeast strains and (ii) developing a co-culture system of the 8P-KAE–producing yeast and a GmOMT2-expressing E. coli strain. The use of these strategies resulted in icaritin yields of 7.2 and 19.7 mg/L, respectively. We produced icaritin from glucose using microbial strains, paving the way for industrial fermentation of icaritin and its bioactive derivatives via future optimization efforts.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials, plasmids, and strains

Authentic flavonoid samples were purchased from Nantong Feiyu Biological Technology Co., Ltd. (Nantong, China). Detailed catalog numbers of flavonoid samples are provided in online information. Plant material E. sagittatum was obtained from South China Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). Other plant materials are from the Institute of Plant Physiology and Ecology, CAS. E. coli strain TOP10 was used for gene cloning and B. subtilis (DE3) was used for heterologous expression and whole-cell catalysis. S. cerevisiae strain CEN.PK2-1C (MATa, ura3-52; trp1-289; leu2-3,112; his3 Δ1) from EUROSCARF (www.euroscarf.de; Oberursel, Germany) was used as the parent strain for all yeast cell factories. Gene SfPT, SfN8DT-1, and codon-optimized genes were synthesized by Genscript Corporation (Nanjing, China). All the strains and plasmids constructed in this study are listed in Table S1 (online) and the primers and genes are listed in Tables S2 and S6 (online), respectively.

2.2. Cloning, synthesis, and heterologous expression of prenyltransferases

The coding sequences of EsPT1-3 (deposited in http://npbiosys. scbit.org/) under accession No. OENC1–OENC3 were amplified from E. sagittatum using primer pairs EsPT1-F/R, EsPT2-F/R and EsPT3-F/R and inserted into the BamHI and Xhol sites of pESC-HIS vector (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA), respectively. The coding sequence of SfPT (Genbank accession No. KC513505) and SfN8DT-1 (Genbank accession No. AB325579.1) were synthesized and amplified with primer pairs SfPT-F/R and N8DT-F/R and inserted into the BamHI and Xhol sites of pESC-HIS vector. The resulting five plasmids were then transformed into S. cerevisiae strain CEN.PK2-1C, respectively. For heterologous expression of the prenyltransferase (PT) genes, the yeast strains were first grown in SC-His medium (6.7 g/L Difco yeast nitrogen base without amino acids, 20 g/L glucose, 2 g/L Drop-out mix synthetic minus histidine), then the cells were collected and incubated into SC-His induction medium (20 g/L glucose replaced with 20 g/L galactose) and grown for 48 h for protein induction.
2.3. Enzymatic assays of prenyltransferases

Microsomal protein of the PT expression yeast strains were prepared as described previously [28]. Enzymatic assays for PTs were carried out in a 100 μL volume containing 100 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer (pH 9.0), 10 mmol/L MgCl2, 200 mmol/L dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP), 200 mmol/L Naringenin, kaempferol, or kaempferide as substrate and 0.2 mg of yeast microsomal protein for 2 h at a 35 °C water bath. Reaction products were extracted by adding 100 μL ethyl acetate, the organic phase was then evaporated and dissolved in methanol for high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. The reaction condition for determining the optimum pH of EsPT2 was the same as described above, except the reaction pH was controlled by different buffer, i.e., phosphate buffer (pH 6.0–7.5), Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5–9.0), and glycine buffer (pH 9.0–10.5). The reaction condition for determining the optimum temperature of EsPT2 was carried out at pH 8.5 and temperature ranged from 15 °C to 45 °C. Details for the kinetics analysis of EsPT2 are provided in Supplementary materials (online).

2.4. Heterologous expression and functional assay of methyltransferases

The coding sequences of EsOMT1–EsOMT14 (deposited in http://nphbiosys.scbit.org/ under accession No. OENC4–OENC17) and GmOMT1–GmOMT19 (deposited in http://nphbiosys.scbit.org/ under accession No. OENC18–OENC36) cloned from E. sagittatum and C. max, respectively, as well as the synthesized coding sequences of SOMT2 and MMT2 were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and inserted into the Ncol and Xhol sites of the pET28a expression vector, respectively. Heterologous expression of methyltransferase (MT) genes in E. coli BL21 (DE3) was induced by 0.2 mmol/L isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The cells were harvested by centrifugation and suspended in 100 mmol/L phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) supplemented with 1 mmol/L phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride dithiothreitol (PMSF), and 1 mmol/L dithiothreitol (DTT) and disrupted using a French press (25 kpsi). Cell debris was removed by centrifugation and the supernatant was used for enzymatic assays.

Enzymatic assays for MTs were carried out in a 100 μL volume containing 100 mmol/L phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 200 μmol/L S-adenosyl methionine (SAM), 200 μmol/L 8P-KAE, and 0.5 mg of crude E. coli MT enzymes for 2 h in a 35 °C water bath. The reaction products were extracted by adding 100 μL of ethyl acetate, and the organic phase was evaporated and dissolved in methanol for HPLC. The reaction conditions for determining the optimum pH of GmOMT2 were as described above, except that pH was controlled by adding phosphate buffer (pH 6.0–7.5), Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5–9.0), and glycine buffer (pH 9.0–10.5). Determination of the optimum temperature of GmOMT2 was carried out at pH 8.5 and 20 to 40 °C. The GmOMT2 kinetics analysis is described in the online information.

2.5. Construction of yeast strains

The standard procedure for each yeast strain construction was carried out as described previously [16]. Generally, this procedure contains two rounds of PCR and one transformation. The first round basic PCR was performed to amplified all the necessary bio-pairs (promoter, gene, terminator, selection marker and homologous arm), the adjacent primers used for first round PCR all sharing ~70 bp homologous sequences for recombination or fusion PCR. The second round fusion PCR was performed using the adjacent 2 to 4 first round basic PCR products as template to give each fusion fragments. Thirdly, the purified fusion fragments were co-transformed into yeast strain via standard LiAc/ssDNA method and integrated into chromosome via yeast homologous recombination. The primers used for all yeast strains construction are listed in Table S2 (online), and the detailed protocol for the construction of different yeast strains was described in Supplementary materials (online).

2.6. Construction of E. coli strains

Plasmid pET28a-GST-GmOMT2 was constructed by inserting glutathione S-transferase (GST) tag into the Ncol site of pET28a-GmOMT2, generally the GST tag was amplified from pGEX-4 T-1 with primer pairs GSTMT-F/R and ligated into the Ncol site of pET28a-GmOMT2 via ClonExpress II One Step Cloning Kit (Vazyme Biotech, Nanjing, China). Plasmid pET28a-GST-synGmOMT2 was constructed by replacing GmOMT2 gene of pET28a-GST-GmOMT2 with codon-optimized synGmOMT2. Primer pairs for the amplification of the given genes were listed in Table S2 (online). E. coli strain WPE3, WPE4, and WPE5 was constructed by transformation plasmid pET28a-GmOMT2, pET28a-GST-GmOMT2, and pET28a-GST-synGmOMT2 into E. coli BL21 (DE3), respectively.

2.7. Strain cultivation and metabolite extraction

2.7.1. Yeast cultivation

Individual clones of each yeast strain were inoculated into 5 mL of yeast peptone dextrose (YPD) medium and cultivated overnight at 30 °C and 250 r/min. Next, the seeds were inoculated into 10 ml of YPD medium in 50 mL shake flasks at an initial A600nm of 0.05 and cultured at 30 °C, 250 r/min for 6 h (NAR- and KAE-producing strains), 108 h (8P-KAE-producing strains), or 120 h (icarisin-producing strains). For cultivation of the icaritin-producing yeast strain WP137, 1 mL of 10× YPD medium (100 g/L bacto yeast extract, 200 g/L bacto peptone, and 20 g/L dextrose) was added to 10 mL of fermentation broth in 50 mL shake flasks at 48, 72, and 96 h. For flavonoid products extraction, 600 mL of fermentation broth were disrupted using a FastPrep and extracted with 600 μL of ethyl acetate; the organic phase was then evaporated and dissolved in methanol for HPLC analysis.

2.7.2. Yeast–E. coli co-cultivation

Individual yeast clones were inoculated into 5 mL of YPD medium and cultivated overnight at 30 °C and 250 r/min. The seeds were inoculated into 10 mL of YPD medium in 50 mL shake flasks at an initial A600nm of 0.05 and cultured at 30 °C and 250 r/min for 72 h (A600nm ~34.0). Individual E. coli clones were cultured in 0.5 mL of LB medium containing 100 mg/L kanamycin overnight at 37 °C and transferred to 50 mL of LB medium containing 100 mg/L kanamycin and cultivated at 37 °C until an A600nm of 0.6–0.8. Next, 0.2 mmol/L IPTG was added and E. coli was incubated at 16 °C for 18 h. E. coli cells were collected, suspended in 1 mL of fresh LB medium (A600nm ~18.5), added to the yeast cultures at 72 h, and co-cultivated at 30 °C for 24 h. The A600nm ratio of yeast and E. coli used for co-culturing was about 18:1, roughly equivalent to a cell-count ratio of 1:8:1.

2.8. Chemical analysis

HPLC was performed on a Shimadzu LC20A system (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with a LC20ADR pump, an auto-sampler, and a diode array detector. Chromatographic separation of flavonoid products was carried out at 35 °C on a Shim-pack XR-ODS column (75 mm × 2.0 mm, 2.2 μm, Shimadzu). The gradient elution system consisted of 0.01% acetic acid (A) and acetonitrile (B). Separation was achieved using the following gradient: 0–2 min (15% B), 2–16 min (15%–70% B), 16–18 min (95% B), and 18–
20 min (15% B). The flow rate was maintained at 0.45 mL/min. Naringenin, dihydrokaempferol, and 8-prenylnaringenin were detected at 290 nm [29], and kaempferol, kaempferide, 8P-KAE, and icaritin were detected at 360 nm [30]. The flavonoid compounds were quantified by integrated HPLC peak area based on calibration curves of authentic reference standards of various concentrations. The conversion rate was calculated as the molar ratio of the product to total substrate. Flavonoid yields were calculated as the weight (mg) of each flavonoid per unit fermentation volume (L). To analyze chemical structures, HPLC-electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (HPLC/ESIMS) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) analyses were performed as described in Supplementary materials (online).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Functional characterization of a C8 prenyltransferase for flavonoids from *E. sagittatum*

The enzyme responsible for the C8 prenylation step of icaritin biosynthesis is unknown. Less than 20 plant PTs that use flavonoids as substrates have been reported to date, all of which are from plants of the Fabaceae or Moraceae family (Table S3 online). Among these reported flavonoid PTs, only four—SINBDT-1, SINBDT-2, SINBDT-3, and SIFPT, all from *Sophora flavescens*—catalyze the C8 prenylation of NAR. However, no studies have reported that these four PTs showed activities for the C8 atom of KAE [28,31–33]. The other flavonoid PTs discovered to date catalyze C6 or C3’ prenylation of flavanon or isoflavon substrates.

Based on the sequences of previously characterized plant flavonoid PTs, and specifically using their two conserved NOXXDXXXD and KDI/I/IXDXE/D/GD motifs as queries, which were proposed by Sasaki et al. to be responsible for prenyl diphosphate recognition among plant PTs [31], we performed a BLAST search against an *E. sagittatum* transcriptome dataset (GenBank accession No. SRA008151) [25]. This identified three candidate PTs—EsPT1, EsPT2, and EsPT3—each of which had 30% amino acid sequence similarity with other flavonoid PTs from other plant species. Analysis using the online TMMHH Server v 2.0 [34] revealed that all three of these PT candidates have seven or eight transmembrane domains, typical of plant PTs (Fig. S1 online). A phylogenetic analysis of the three candidate PTs from *E. sagittatum* and reported *Fabaceae* and *Moraceae* PTs showed that EsPT2 and EsPT3 grouped into a distinct cluster (Fig. S2 online).

The coding sequences of these three PT candidate genes were cloned into the yeast expression plasmid pESC-HIS and expressed in *S. cerevisiae*. In vitro enzymatic activity assays were performed wherein the microsomal fractions of the yeast strains expressing the PTs were tested with several flavonoids—NAR, KAE, and kaempferide (KDE) —as substrates, using DMAPP as a prenyl donor. HPLC monitoring of assay products indicated that among the five PTs were expressed and tested. The PTs were tested with several flavonoids—NAR, KAE, and KDE—as substrates, using DMAPP as a prenyl donor. HPLC/ESIMS (Fig. S3a online) and NMR (Fig. S4 online). Also, EsPT1 showed activity towards the other two prenyltransferases MTs catalyzed C4'-OH methylation of 8P-KAE with other undetectable compounds under the conditions used, resulting in the significant decrease in the KAE level in the EsPT1/KAE reaction (Fig. 1b). Also, neither EsPT1 nor EsPT3 catalyzed prenylation of NAR, indicating that substrates for these enzymes were not included in the assays. SINBDT-1 and SIFPT catalyzed the conversion of NAR to 8P-NAR, albeit at low efficiency (3.3% and 0.27%, respectively), as reported previously [31].

The optimum pH and temperature, as well as the in vitro enzyme kinetics, of EsPT2 were examined using KAE as the substrate. Its optimum pH was 8.0–8.5 and optimum temperature was 24–27°C (Fig. S5 online). The *V*ₚₚ, *K*ₘ, *k*ₐ₅, and *k*ₐ₅/*K*ₘ values of EsPT2 were 3449.7 nmol min⁻¹ mg⁻¹, 14.07 μmol/L, 2.34 s⁻¹, and 0.17 (μmol/L)⁻¹ s⁻¹, respectively (Table S4 online). Beyond the functional characterization of EsPT2 as a flavonoid PT from the *Berberidaceae* family, these results highlight EsPT2 as the first plant PT with KAE as a preferred substrate.

3.2. Identification of a methyltransferase from *G. Max* for the icaritin biosynthetic pathway

The finding that EsPT2 had weak activity for KDE but strong activity for KAE suggested a biosynthetic pathway, wherein an initial C8 prenylation of KAE was followed by C4’-OH methylation of 8P-KAE to generate icaritin (Fig. 1). Two flavonoid MTs, SOMT2 from *G. max* and MOMT2 from *Solanaeum habrochaites*, reportedly catalyze C4’-OH of other flavonoids, including NAR and KAE [35,36]. Using these two MTs as queries, we identified 14 candidate MTs from the *E. sagittatum* transcriptome dataset [25], only 10 of which were successfully cloned (EsOMT1–EsOMT10) and none catalyzed the C4’-OH of 8P-KAE or KAE (Table S5 online).

To obtain a MT biopart catalyzing the C’-OH methylation of 8P-KAE, we screened 19 newly cloned MTs (GmOMT1–GmOMT19) from *G. max*, which are deposited in the Registry and Database of Bioparts for Synthetic Biology (http://npbiosys.scbit.org/, accession nos. OENC18–OENC36) as well as two reported MTs (SOMT2 and MOMT2). Although SOMT2 and MOMT2 were previously reported to catalyze the C4’-OH methylation of NAR and KAE [36], they showed no activity with 8P-KAE as a substrate (Fig. 1c). Besides, the previous reported MOMT2 could not catalyze KAE to produce detectable KDE in our assay (Fig. 1d), probably owing to its low activity to KAE. The uncharacterized GmOMT2 enzyme from the 19 newly cloned *G. max* MTs catalyzed C4’-OH methylation of 8P-KAE to icaritin, as determined by HPLC (Fig. 1c), HPLC/ESIMS, and NMR (Fig. S6a, b online). None of the other 18 GmOMTs converted 8P-KAE into icaritin (Fig. S6c online). Also, GmOMT2 catalyzed the C4’-OH methylation of KAE to KDE (Fig. 1d). However, the conversion ratio to KAE was < 1%, markedly lower than its activity for 8P-KAE (81.1%) (Fig. 1e). Therefore, GmOMT2 is suitable for constructing a microbial-fermentation-suicrate icaritin biosynthetic pathway. The optimum pH and temperature for GmOMT2 were 9.5–10.0 and 35–40°C, respectively (Fig. S7 online). The *V*ₚₚ, *K*ₘ, *k*ₐ₅, and *k*ₐ₅/*K*ₘ values of GmOMT2 with 8P-KAE as a substrate were 143.5 nmol min⁻¹ mg⁻¹, 2.41 μmol/L, 0.16 s⁻¹, and 0.0066 L μmol⁻¹ s⁻¹, respectively (Table S4 online). The activity of GmOMT2 decreased markedly at pH < 7.5, falling zero at pH < 6.5.

3.3. Construction of yeast strains that produce KAE from glucose

KAE is an intermediate for the biosynthesis of many bioactive flavonoids, including icaritin (Fig. 2). Therefore, we initially sought to develop a yeast strain with the capacity for high-level production of KAE. We chose yeast because no prenylation activity was detected upon expressing EsPT2 in *E. coli* (Fig. S8 online). The native yeast pathway from phenylpyruvate to phenylethanol catalyzed by PDC5 and ARO10 suppresses the accumulation of downstream phenylpropanoid compounds [37]. Therefore, we first
Fig. 1. Characterization of prenyltransferases and methyltransferases for the biosynthesis of icaritin. (a, b) Functional characterization of prenyltransferases involved in the C8 prenylation of flavonoids. Microsomal fractions of the yeast strains expressing each PTs (three PT candidates EsPT1-3 from *Epimedium sagittatum* and two previously reported naringenin PTs, SfN8DT-1 and SfFPT, both from *Sophora flavescens*) were incubated with KAE (a) and KDE (b) as a substrate and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP) as the prenyl donor, respectively. The in vitro assay products were monitored by HPLC analysis, authentic standards KAE, KDE, 8P-KAE, and icaritin were used for the detection and quantification of the prenylated flavonoid products; yeast with an empty pESC-HIS vector was used as a negative control. (c, d) Functional characterization of methyltransferases involved in the C4'-OH methylation of flavonoids. Crude extract of the *E. coli* strains expressing each MT (the MT candidate GmOMT2 from *G. max* and the two previous reported MTs, SOMT2 from *G. max* and MOMT2 from *Solanum habrochaites*) were incubated with 8P-KAE (c) and KAE (d) as a substrate and S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) as the methyl donor, respectively. The in vitro assay products were monitored by HPLC analysis, authentic standards KAE, KDE, 8P-KAE and icaritin were used for the detection and quantification of the methylated flavonoid products, *E. coli* with an empty pET28a vector was used as a negative control. (e) Proposed biosynthetic route of icaritin from KAE by EsPT2 and GmOMT2 based on their respective substrate conversion ratios. Route i (dark orange): KAE was first subjected to C8 prenylation by EsPT2, followed by the C4'-OH methylation by GmOMT2. Route ii (light orange): KDE was first subjected to C4'-OH methylation by GmOMT2, followed by C8 prenylation by EsPT2; the conversion ratio of each enzyme toward different substrates is labeled below the enzyme. KAE, kaempferol; 8P-KAE, 8-prenylkaempferol; KDE, kaempferide.
deleted these two genes, resulting in the starter strain WP125 (Figs. 2 and 3a). Next, we transformed WP125 with FjTAL from F. johnsoniae as well as with 4CL, CHS, and CHI from A. thaliana; the resulting strain WP126 produced 3.7 mg/L NAR in shake flasks as determined by HPLC. Next, we expressed ARO4K229L, ARO7G141S, and an E. coli shikimate kinase II (aroL) to increase shikimate pathway activity. The resulting strain WP127 produced 7.2 mg/L NAR, a 95% increase over WP126. A sufficient supply of malonyl-CoA influences flavonoid-biosynthesis efficiency, so we overexpressed ACC1 to increase the malonyl-CoA content and introduced an additional copy of CHS to enhance this step. The NAR yield of the resulting WP128 strain reached 18.4 mg/L, a value 250% higher than that of WP127 (Fig. 3a).

Although NAR production was increased significantly by the above engineering strategies, the final titer was very low. To identify the limiting step in NAR biosynthesis, we next fed strain WP128 with $p$-coumaric acid (pCA), L-tyrosine (L-Tyr), or L-phenylalanine (L-Phe) (all at 1 mmol/L). NAR production by WP128 reached 67.5, 23.1, and 17.4 mg/L, upon feeding with pCA, L-Tyr, and L-Phe, respectively. The feeding of L-Phe led to a slight decrease in NAR production, suggesting that L-Phe acts as a feedback suppressor of NAR synthesis in WP128. Feeding of L-Tyr led to a modest 26% increase in NAR production. Feeding with pCA almost quadrupled NAR production, indicating that conversion of L-Tyr to pCA limits the efficiency of NAR synthesis in strain WP128 (Fig. 3b).

To address this, we attempted to increase the expression level of FjTAL by introducing an additional copy of FjTAL and introducing another pathway of pCA synthesis from L-Phe by overexpressing PAL, C4H, and ATR1 (an NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase to support the function of C4H) from A. thaliana. The resulting strain WP129 produced 139.0 mg/L NAR, a 7.6-fold increase over WP128 (Fig. 3a and Fig. S9a, b online). In addition, no additional NAR production titers were obtained upon feeding WP129 with...
L-Tyr, L-Phe, or pCA. Therefore, the engineering steps were successful and the conversion of L-Tyr into pCA was no longer pathway-limiting in the WP129 strain (Fig. 3c).

To generate a strain with increased KAE production, we next introduced the flavanone 3-hydroxylase gene F3H and the flavonol synthase gene FLS from A. thaliana into WP129 (Fig. 4a). The resulting strain WP130 produced 26.0 mg/L KAE, 49.7 mg/L dihydrotkaempferol (DiKAE) and 57.3 mg/L NAR in shake flasks (Fig. 4b and Fig. S9a online). Considering the low efficiency of KAE biosynthesis from NAR, we replaced the F3H and FLS genes with the yeast codon-optimized genes synF3H and synFLS, which increased the KAE yield of the resulting strain WP131 to 119.7 mg/L, a 4.6-fold increase over WP130. Notably, the accumulation of the intermediate compound DiKAE decreased drastically to 4.6 mg/L in WP131 (vs. 49.7 mg/L for WP130). Further, introducing one additional copy each of synF3H and synFLS resulted in a slight increase in the KAE yield of the resulting WP132 strain yield to 151.5 mg/L (Fig. 4b and Fig. S9c online). To our knowledge, this strain with its de novo flavonoid pathway has the highest KAE yield of any engineered microbe. The results suggest that beyond their utility in icaritin biosynthesis, strains WP129 and WP129 could mediate the biosynthesis of other flavonoids, such as breviscapine and apigenin.

3.4. Construction of yeast strains that produce 8P-KAE from glucose

Having identified EsPT2 and with a KAE-producing yeast strain in hand, we next engineered an 8P-KAE–producing yeast strain. We introduced EsPT2 under the control of a strong artificial promoter (UAS-TDH [38]) into WP132 to generate strain WP133. The 8P-KAE yield from WP133 was 1.2 mg/L (Fig. 5a, b and Fig. S10a online). Recall that plant prenyltransferases are membrane proteins that typically have at least seven transmembrane domains; these proteins also typically have an N-terminal plastid signal peptide. Truncation of N-terminal amino acids can increase the in vivo efficiency of PTs [39], so we generated three variants from which 10, 30, or 60 N-terminal amino acids were truncated (PTtru10, PTtru30, and PTtru60, respectively). These three truncation variants were introduced into WP132 under the control of the same promoter and terminator as the full-length EsPT2. The 8P-KAE production titers were respectively 3.51, 3.95, and 0.24 mg/L for the strains expressing the PTtru10, PTtru30, and PTtru60 variants. Therefore, the variants lacking 10 and 30 N-terminal amino acids conferred significantly higher 8P-KAE yields than full-length EsPT2. The best-performing strain was WP132 harboring PTtru30 (hereafter, WP134), which exhibited a 3.3-fold increase in 8P-KAE yield compared to the WP133 strain (Fig. 5a, b and Fig. S10a online).

The above results confirmed that EsPT2 needs the mevalonate pathway intermediate DMAPP as a phenyl donor, so we overexpressed the seven enzymes in the mevalonate pathway from acetyl-CoA to DMAPP (ERG10, ERG13, tHMG1, ERG12, ERG8, ERG19, and IDI) in strain WP134, generating the WP135 strain (Fig. 5a). The 8P-KAE yield increased to 25.9 mg/L, a 6.6-fold increase over WP134 (Fig. 5b). A time-course analysis of the growth and flavonoid production of WP135 revealed that the KAE level stopped increasing after 36 h and decreased from 70.2 to 12.1 mg/L at 48 h (Fig. S10b online); however, the 8P-KAE yield increased by only 4.9 mg/L from 36 to 48 h, indicating that the majority of KAE was not converted to 8P-KAE. Coincidentally, the decrease in the KAE level from 36 to 48 h was correlated with the transition from log to stationary phase. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon is unclear to us, as is its correlation with the growth-phase transition. The marked decrease in the KAE level may be caused by degradation by native enzymes, as reported in E. coli and in other fungi [40,41], or by the formation of undetectable protein–flavonoid complexes [42] when the total flavonoids reach a threshold level. Beyond demonstrating the first production of 8P-KAE in yeast, this result is important because it represents the highest reported yield of a prenylated flavonoid via an artificial pathway in engineered microbes.
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icaritin; the strain with ATPA-tagged GmOMT2 had the highest GmOMT2 fused to the ATPA, GLRX2, and MAM33 tags produced by strains harboring untagged GmOMT2 or the other tagged may be similar to that of the decrease in KAE in WP135 monoculture. The tolerance of microbial strains for flavonoids is unclear. When the total flavonoids in microbial cell factories reach a threshold, the degradation or conversion of flavonoids may be activated. Penicillium and Aspergillus fungi undertake quercetinase-mediated breakdown of flavonoid skeletons, leading to synthesis of phenolic acids. Also, the E. coli protein YhhW (quercetin 2,3-dioxygenase) has quercetinase activity, suggesting that E. coli is capable of degrading flavonoids. Some flavonoids, including KA, form undetectable protein–flavonoid complexes by interacting with the free amino-, sulfhydryl groups and tryptophan side chains of proteins. Further studies of the mechanism of the decreased flavonoid levels in yeast and E. coli are needed to overcome the issue of flavonoid disappearance and so increase icaritin production. Icaritin production could also likely be improved by optimizing the fermentation conditions for WP137 monoculture or WP135 and WPE5 co-culture in bioreactors.

3.6. Complete biosynthesis of icaritin from glucose by co-culturing of the engineered yeast and E. coli strains

Given our aforementioned results for successful expression of GmOMT2 in E. coli, we also attempted to circumvent the apparently weak of GmOMT2 activity in yeast by distributing the icaritin pathway into two hosts, with the terminal 4′-OH methylation step occurring in E. coli. To this end, we co-cultured engineered yeast and E. coli strains so that the biotransformation of glucose to 8P-KAE took place in yeast, followed by the conversion of 8P-KAE to icaritin in E. coli (Fig. 5e).

To improve methylation efficiency, we first optimized the expression of GmOMT2 in E. coli by fusing GmOMT2 with an N-terminal GST tag, a technique commonly used to improve the soluble expression of heterologous proteins in E. coli, generating the WPE4 strain. Whole-cell catalysis assays indicated that the conversion ratio of 8P-KAE (50 mg/L feed) into icaritin by WPE4 was 46.4%, a 45% increase compared to WPE3 (31.9%) with wild-type GmOMT2 (Fig. S13 online). E. coli codon optimization of the GmOMT2 fusion resulted in generation the WPE5 strain; its conversion rate was 71.3%, more than twofold higher than that of WPE3 (Fig. S13 online).

We next co-cultured the 8P-KAE-producing strain WP135 and the methylation strain WPE5. Specifically, WP135 was initially incubated in YPD medium and fermented at 30 °C for 72 h. Subsequently, WPE5 that had been induced by IPTG in LB medium was collected, suspended in fresh LB medium, and added to the WP135 fermentation broth at the end of the initial 72 h culture. The mixed strains were co-cultured at 30 °C for 24 h, and the flavonoid products were extracted and monitored by HPLC (Fig. 5f). A peak with a retention time identical to the icaritin reference standard was detected in the WP135/WPE5 co-culture; no such peak was detected in the negative control (co-culture of WP135 with E. coli BL21 harboring an empty pET28a plasmid). Therefore, icaritin was synthesized by combining strains WP135 and WPE5, and the yield was 19.7 mg/L.

Time course analysis of the co-culturing system revealed that icaritin kept increasing within 24 h, reaching its highest production level at 96 h of co-culture (Fig. S14a online). The levels of 8P-KAE and icaritin decreased with increasing WP135/WPE5 culture duration. In the control for WP135/BL21temp co-culture the 8P-KAE level decreased markedly after 96 h, and it was absent after 120 h (Fig. S14b online). The mechanism of this phenomenon may be similar to that of the decrease in KA in WP135 monoculture.

The mitochondrial pH is higher than that in the cytoplasm in S. cerevisiae, so we envisioned that relocating GmOMT2 into yeast mitochondria may enable GmOMT2 to function in yeast. Six mitochondrial localization signal peptides (ATPA, COX4, GLRX2, MAM33, ODPA, and ODPB) were fused with the N-terminus of a yeast-codon-optimized variant of GmOMT2 and introduced into a wild-type yeast strain. The resulting six strains, a yeast strain harboring GmOMT2 without an MLS tag, and the wild-type yeast, were cultivated and fed 20 mg/L 8P-KAE. Strains harboring GmOMT2 fused to the ATPA, GLRX2, and MAM33 tags produced icaritin; the strain with ATPA-tagged GmOMT2 had the highest conversion ratio (36.4%) (Fig. S12 online). No icaritin was produced by strains harboring untagged GmOMT2 or the other tagged GmOMT2 variants. Therefore, localization of GmOMT2 into the relatively higher pH context of mitochondria overcomes any low pH-mediated restriction. We subsequently achieved icaritin biosynthesis in yeast by introducing the ATPA-tagged GmOMT2 variant into WP135. HPLC revealed that the resulting WP137 strain produced an icaritin yield of 7.2 mg/L (Fig. 5c). Fluorescence microscopy using Mitotracker red verified the mitochondrial localization of an N-terminal ATPA- and GFP-tagged GmOMT2 variant (APTA-GFP-yeGmOMT2) (Fig. 5d).

3.5. Complete biosynthesis of icaritin from glucose in a yeast by relocating GmOMT2 into mitochondria

We next attempted to produce icaritin by introducing GmOMT2 into the WP135 strain; however, neither icaritin nor nor other new compounds were produced, despite enhancement of GmOMT2 expression by codon optimization, GST tag fusion, N-terminal truncation, and feeding with 0.5 mmol/L SAM (Fig. S11 online). Given that the cytoplasmic pH of yeast is typically ~5.5–7 [43] and the C4′-OH methylation activity of GmOMT2 was markedly decreased at pH 7.5 and undetectable at pH < 6.5 (Fig. S7 online), the low pH in yeast cells may suppress GmOMT2 activity. However, adjusting the pH value of the fermentation medium did not solve the problem, because yeast intracellular pH is unaffected by external pH [43].

The mitochondrial pH is higher than that in the cytoplasm in S. cerevisiae [44], so we envisioned that relocating GmOMT2 into yeast mitochondria may enable GmOMT2 to function in yeast. Six mitochondrial localization signal peptides (ATPA, COX4, GLRX2, MAM33, ODPA, and ODPB) were fused with the N-terminus of a yeast-codon-optimized variant of GmOMT2 and introduced into a wild-type yeast strain. The resulting six strains, a yeast strain harboring GmOMT2 without an MLS tag, and the wild-type yeast, were cultivated and fed 20 mg/L 8P-KAE. Strains harboring GmOMT2 fused to the ATPA, GLRX2, and MAM33 tags produced icaritin; the strain with ATPA-tagged GmOMT2 had the highest conversion ratio (36.4%) (Fig. S12 online). No icaritin was produced by strains harboring untagged GmOMT2 or the other tagged GmOMT2 variants. Therefore, localization of GmOMT2 into the relatively higher pH context of mitochondria overcomes any low pH-mediated restriction. We subsequently achieved icaritin biosynthesis in yeast by introducing the ATPA-tagged GmOMT2 variant into WP135. HPLC revealed that the resulting WP137 strain produced an icaritin yield of 7.2 mg/L (Fig. 5c). Fluorescence microscopy using Mitotracker red verified the mitochondrial localization of an N-terminal ATPA- and GFP-tagged GmOMT2 variant (APTA-GFP-yeGmOMT2) (Fig. 5d).
Fig. 5. Complete biosynthesis of icaritin from glucose by engineered microbial strains. (a) Schematic illustrating the engineering strategies for improving 8P-KAE production and its conversion into icaritin in a single S. cerevisiae strain. (b) Quantification of 8P-KAE production by different engineered yeast strains in 10 mL shake flasks. (c) HPLC analysis of flavonoid production by different engineered yeast strains in 10 mL shake flasks. WP135::GST-yeGmOMT2, WP135 strain expressing N terminal GST tagged yeast codon-optimized GmOMT2 gene. WP135::APTA-GST-yeGmOMT2 (WP137), WP135 strain expressing N terminal APTA and GST tagged yeast codon-optimized GmOMT2 gene. (d) Fluorescence microscopy of yeast strains. WP135::GFP-yeGmOMT2, WP135 strain expressing N terminal GFP tagged yeast codon-optimized GmOMT2 gene. WP135::APTA-GFP-yeGmOMT2, WP135 strain expressing N terminal APTA and GFP tagged yeast codon-optimized GmOMT2 gene. (e) Schematic illustrating of complete biosynthesis of icaritin from glucose. Briefly, the upstream pathway from glucose to 8P-KAE was fulfilled in engineered yeast, and then 8P-KAE was converted into icaritin by E. coli expressing GmOMT2. (f) HPLC analysis of flavonoid products produced from co-cultures comprising the engineered yeast strain WP135 with E. coli strain WP5E5. Co-culturing of yeast strain WP135 with E. coli strain BL21 harboring empty PET-28a vector (BL21emp) was performed as a negative control. Authentic standard KAE, 8P-KAE, and icaritin were used for the detection and quantification of the corresponding flavonoid products. Values are presented as mean ± SD from three biological replicates. KAE, kaempferol; 8P-KAE, 8-prenylkaempferol.
4. Conclusion

We identified a previously unreported prenyltransferase (EsPT2) from the Berberidaceae-family plant E. sagittatum and a previously uncharacterized methyltransferase (GmOMT2) from G. max, which catalyzed the C8 prenylation of KAE to yield 8P-KAE and the C4’OH methylation of 8P-KAE to synthesize icaritin, respectively. Using EsPT2 and GmOMT2, we created an artificial biosynthetic pathway for icaritin comprising genes from S. cerevisiae, A. thaliana, E. coli, G. max, F. Johnsoniae, and E. sagittatum by two strategies. In strategy 1, we generated a yeast strain that produces icaritin from glucose by relocating GmOMT2 into the mitochondria of 8P-KAE-producing yeast cells. In strategy 2, we used a co-culture system that achieved an icaritin level of 19.7 mg/L with glucose as the substrate by dividing the synthetic pathway into S. cerevisiae and E. coli. Our work will enable realization of industrial-scale production of icaritin, and further engineering to produce icaritin derivatives (e.g., icariside A, icariside B, and epimedin C) by introducing glucosyltransferase enzymes and pathways to produce sugar donors. We also illustrated how strain engineering by exploring organelle localization and process engineering by utilizing two host species to overcome the widespread issue of pH mediated incompatibility of heterogenous enzymes and eukaryotic chasses encountered in basic and applied biology research.
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